GCCYS 6th-8th Grade Boys Basketball Tournament
7th and 8th Grade Championship and Consolation Games
Please read this important note about the championship and consolation games for all 7th grade
brackets as well as the 8th grade level 5 gold bracket.
This year we have some very difficult conflicts to work around which has the potential to cause a great
deal of confusion on championship weekend. It is important that all coordinators, coaches, parents, and
game hosts are fully aware of how the Sunday schedule might change on Saturday evening.
St. Mary, All Saints, and St. Vincent Ferrer have Confirmation on Sunday, February 25th. Because of
this, their 7th grade teams and the St. Vincent Ferrer 8th grade team (which has 7th graders on it) cannot
compete on the 25th. We always reserve Sunday for championship and consolation games.
Unfortunately, we might not know until Saturday evening if any of these teams would be advancing to
the finals or consolation games.
Due to conflicts with other parishes, we were unable to move these games to Saturday so to
accommodate these parishes, we have set aside three sites to use on Monday, February 26th as
contingency sites to host championship and consolation games that will not be able to be held on
Sunday. These sites are: All Saints, Guardian Angels, and Nativity.
As game data is logged on Saturday, we will be updating the front page of the web site with
messaging regarding any rescheduling of championship and consolation games. All coaches that win
on Saturday in any of these brackets should log their game scores immediately OR they can text 513602-4522 with their game score (please include what team you are with and where you played).
Our goal is to have the Sunday and Monday schedules set by 9pm on Saturday evening but this all
depends on the timely logging of game scores. When we finalize the Sunday/Monday schedule, a note
will be placed on the front page of the web site and the schedule will be changed. We will contact site
hosts directly via email, but it is up to each coach to check the web site on Saturday evening after 9pm,
look at the adjusted schedule, and communicate the new schedule to his/her parents.
Please note that even if your bracket is not affected by rescheduling, we might need to change your
game time to eliminate any holes in the schedule at a certain gym on Sunday.
If you have any questions about this, please contact Rob Stineman or Doug Backus.
Thank you for your patience and best of luck this weekend!
GCCYS and Amerileagues

